Quantum entanglement is a building block of the entangled quantum networks of the quantum Internet. A fundamental problem of the quantum Internet is entanglement distribution. since quantum entanglement will be fundamental to any future quantum networking scenarios, the distribution mechanism of quantum entanglement is a critical and emerging issue in quantum networks. Here we define the method of opportunistic entanglement distribution for the quantum Internet. The opportunistic model defines distribution sets that are aimed to select those quantum nodes for which the cost function picks up a local minimum. the cost function utilizes the error patterns of the local quantum memories and the predictability of the evolution of the entanglement fidelities. Our method provides efficient entanglement distributing with respect to the actual statuses of the local quantum memories of the node pairs. The model provides an easily-applicable, moderate-complexity solution for high-fidelity entanglement distribution in experimental quantum Internet scenarios.
Scientific RepoRts | (2019) 9:2219 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-38495-w picks up a local minimum in comparison to the cost of the other nodes in the given distributing set. The distribution set selects a lowest-cost node from a given set of nodes to provide a maximal usability of stored entanglement. The cost function ensures that the nodes selected for entanglement distribution allow the lowest deviation in the entanglement fidelity from the start of storage, and that the behavior of the quantum memory error follows a predicted error model with respect to a given node pair. We also derive the computational complexity of the proposed method. The solution provides an easily-applicable, low-complexity solution for high-fidelity entanglement distribution in the quantum Internet. The novel contributions of our manuscript are as follows:
1. We define the method of opportunistic entanglement distribution for the quantum Internet. 2 . The proposed opportunistic model defines distribution sets that are aimed to select those quantum nodes for which the cost function picks up a local minimum. The cost function utilizes the error patterns of the local quantum memories and the predictability of the evolution of the entanglement fidelities. 3. Our method provides efficient entanglement distributing with respect to the actual statuses of the local quantum memories of the node pairs. 4. We derive the computational complexity of the model. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the preliminaries are summarized. Section 3 defines the method, while Section 4 proposes the results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the results. preliminaries system Model. The quantum Internet setting is modeled as follows 8 . Let V refer to the nodes of an entangled quantum network N, with a transmitter quantum node ∈ A V, a receiver quantum node ∈ B V , and quantum repeater nodes
refer to a set of edges between the nodes of V,
where each E j identifies an L l -level entangled connection, = … l r 1, , , between quantum nodes x j and y j of edge E j , respectively. The entanglement levels of the entangled connections in the entangled quantum network structure are defined as follows.
Entanglement Levels. In a quantum Internet setting, an = N V E ( , ) entangled quantum network consists of single-hop and multi-hop entangled connections, such that the single-hop entangled nodes (The l-level entangled nodes x, y refer to quantum nodes x and y connected by an entangled connection L l .) are directly connected through an L 1 -level entanglement, while the multi-hop entangled nodes communicate through L l -level entanglement. Focusing on the doubling architecture 1-3 in the entanglement distribution procedure, the number of spanned nodes is doubled in each level of entanglement swapping (entanglement swapping is applied in an intermediate node to create a longer distance entanglement 1 ). Therefore, the d x y ( , ) L l hop distance in N for the L l -level entangled connection between x, ∈ y V is denoted by 8
intermediate quantum nodes between x and y. Therefore, l = 1 refers to a direct entangled connection between two quantum nodes x and y without intermediate quantum repeaters, while > l 1 identifies a multilevel entanglement.
An entangled quantum network N is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The quantum network integrates single-hop entangled nodes (depicted by gray nodes) and multi-hop entangled nodes (depicted by blue and orange nodes) connected by edges. The single-hop entangled nodes are directly connected through an L 1 -level entangled connection, while the multi-hop entangled nodes are connected by L 2 and L 3 -level entangled connection.
The fidelity of entanglement of an L l -level entangled connection E(x, y) between x, ∈ y V depends on the physical attributes of the quantum network.
Terms and Definitions. Entanglement Fidelity. Let
be the target Bell state subject to be created at the end of the entanglement distribution procedure between a particular source node A and receiver node B. The entanglement fidelity F at an actually created noisy quantum system σ between A and B is
where F is a value between 0 and 1, F = 1 for a perfect Bell state and F < 1 for an imperfect state. Without loss of generality, in an experimental quantum Internet setting, an aim is to reach F ≥ 0.98 over long distances 1, 3 . Some properties of F are as follows 4, 19 . The fidelity for two pure quantum states ϕ | 〉, ψ | 〉 is defined as 
Fidelity can also be defined for mixed states σ and ρ, as
Method
Before giving the details of the algorithm, we briefly summarize the method of opportunistic entanglement distribution in a quantum Internet setting in Method 1.
Discussion. In
Step 1, distributing entanglement between i and the direct contacts of i defines the distributing set i  , which can contain different levels of entangled contacts. In our opportunistic approach, the heterogonous entangled contacts leads to diverse hop-distances, specifically for an L l -level entanglement = … l r 1, , , the d i y ( , ) L l , the hop-distance between a source node i and target node  ∈ y i from the distributing set i  is determined via (4) as
. In Step 2, the next node j from a set i  is selected by the same cost metric used for the selection of node i in Step 1. The cost metric 65, 66 used in the opportunistic node selection procedure in Steps 1-2 ensures the selection of those nodes that can preserve the entangled quantum states with the highest fidelity in their local quantum memories. From a given distributing set , only one node is selected in each iteration step. The cost function will be clarified later in the algorithm.
Finally, Step 3 provides an iteration to reach from the source node to the target node. Figure 1 illustrates the method of opportunistic entanglement distribution in a quantum repeater network N. A given distributing set  i of a node i can contain several different levels L l of entangled contacts. From a distributing set  i , only one repeater node is selected in each level of iteration. Those quantum nodes that share L 1 -level entanglement are referred to as single-hop entangled nodes, while the other entangled nodes are referred to as multi-hop entangled nodes. 
can be defined 65, 66 as
as the probability that there exists entanglement between a node  ∈ j i of i  and the target node B with fidelity criterion ≥ ⁎ F F crit , a cost function between a repeater node  ∈ j i and a target node B can be defined as
, is the probability of ≥ ⁎ F F crit fidelity entangled contact between a given ∈ j i  and B, while φ i j , is the probability that a given repeater node j is selected from  i for i, defined 66 as
From equations (7) and (8), the cost function between a quantum node i and a target node B at a distributing set  i , such that ≥ ⁎ F F crit holds for the fidelity of all entangled contacts from i to B, is therefore
, probabilities depend on the actual state of the quantum memory (particularly, on the ε i error probability of the quantum memory of node i) and on the F fidelity of the stored entanglement. Parameters ε and F are time-varying in our model, which is denoted by ε(t) and F(t), where t refers to the storage time in quantum memory. Time t 0 refers to the start of the storage of a quantum system in quantum memory.
Let ε
identify the error probability of quantum memories in nodes (i, j) such that ε ε ∈ [0, ] i j crit , holds, which allows storing an ≥ ⁎ F F crit fidelity entanglement in the nodes after Δt time from start time t 0 . Therefore, at a ε crit critical upper bound on the quantum memories,
characterizes the change of the error probability of the quantum memory of node i at + Δ t t 0 , as in
identify the ε i (t) quantum memory error probability and the F i (t) stored entanglement fidelity in node i at time t. Then, the d i,j distance between η i and η j in  2 identifies a ∈ d d [0, ] i j , m ax , where d max is the maximal allowable distance in  2 , which forms an upper bound to the distances for which > 
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The fidelities F i (t 0 ) and Δ F t t ( , )
i 0 refer to the fidelities of stored entanglement in a node i at t 0 and t 0 , Δt, respectively, with relation for nodes (i, j)
i j i j , 0 0 0 where F i,j is the difference of entanglement fidelities F i and F j , while F Δ is an upper bound on the fidelity difference. From equation (15), the following relation holds for
, 0 max , Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the error probabilities of the local quantum memories and the fidelities of the stored entangled states. Time t 0 refers to the start of storage in the quantum memory and time + Δ t t 0 is the current time. The distance
of a node pair i j ( , ). From the time evolution of the error probability of the quantum memory, it follows that ε ε + Δ > t t t ( ) ( ) 0 0 , and + Δ < F t t F t ( ) ( ) 0 0 holds for the time evolution of the fidelity of the stored entanglement. The normalized increase of distance d i,j between nodes therefore yields a quantity ω i j , , ω ∈ [0, 1] i j , , which characterizes the usability of a stored entanglement in i j ( , ) from t 0 to + Δ t t 0 , as
(1 ( , ) (1 ( , ))) , , if no change occurs in the initial distance d t ( )
i j i j , 0 , 0
distances in  2 with respect to a given node pair i j ( , ); ε is the error probability of the local quantum memory and F is the fidelity of the stored entanglement in the local quantum memory. The initial states (storage starting at t 0 ) of the nodes i j ( , ) are identified by η t ( ) i 0 and η t ( ) j 0 , the current states at time 
⁎ ⁎ Equation (21) also characterizes the future behavior of the quantum memories in the nodes, i.e., the predictability of the error model of the quantum memories after a given time after beginning storage. The highest values of ω i j , are therefore assigned to those memory units for which the error probabilities and the entanglement fidelities evolve by a given pattern.
For a given path  with δ A U , k and δ B U , k as the source and target nodes, respectively, associated with a demand δ of user U k , = … k K 1, , , where K is the number of users; thus, the overall usability coefficient ω
,
To determine those quantum nodes for which both ω i j , (21) and
, are high, a redefined cost function, c i,j , can be defined for a given i j ( , ) as
which assigns the lowest cost to those node pairs for which ω i j , and ⁎ p i j F , are high. The remaining quantities from equations (7) and (9) can therefore be rewritten as Since the number of nodes is |V|, setting the final path cost for all quantum nodes requires at most
steps.
From (31) and (32) follows straightforwardly that the complexity of the minimal-cost opportunistic entanglement distribution algorithm is bounded above by
Conclusions
Here we defined a method for entanglement distribution in the quantum Internet. Our method utilizes distributing sets for quantum nodes, which can preserve quantum entanglement with the highest fidelity in their local quantum memories. The algorithm is opportunistic, since in each iteration step a node is selected from a distributing set that can provide optimal conditions. The cost function includes the utilization of the evolution of the error model of the local quantum memories, and the fidelities of the stored entangled states. A usability parameter quantifies the predictability of the evolution of the error model, and of the evolution of the entanglement fidelity. The computational complexity of the method is moderate, which allows for direct application in experimental quantum Internet scenarios and in long-distance quantum communications.
